
Filter Tap
Ambient Filtered Water  
System

Installation guide



1. Determine Component Location
Determine the location of each of  
the components, taking into account  
the tube lengths and space available  
(see Diagram 1).

2. Plan Dispense Position
Determine the position of dispenser 
mounting hole in sinktop or benchtop. 
Hole size required is 22mm.

3. Install Components
a)  Connect the Pressure Limiting Valve  

(with blue mini-tap ) to the mains  
water supply.

b)  Connect one end of the white hose 
provided to the blue mini-tap and connect 
the other end of the white hose to the 
Filter Module fitting labeled “IN”.

c)  Mount the Filter Module in an easily 
accessible position, preferably close  
to the front of the cupboard to allow  
for filter changes.

d)  After establishing where the dispenser 
can be installed (within the limits of  
the hose length from the dispenser to 
Filter Module.) punch a 22mm hole for 
mounting the dispenser.

e)  Mount the dispenser by first passing 
the blue hose through the hole and then 
fitting the locking bush and lock nut to the 
threaded mounting shaft (see Diagram 2). 
Tighten the locknut. Reconnect blue hose 
to the out fitting.

f)  Turn on the mains tap and then turn  
on the blue mini-tap and check for leaks.  
If no leaks are detected, rotate the lever  
on the dispenser until a good stream of 
water is present.

  Note: There may be air bubbles in the 
water at first as the water filter is dry.

  Allow 2-3 minutes of continuous run to 
ensure all air bubbles have been flushed 
from the system.
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